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Greetings from the Hill Top and Happy and Blessed 2015! We have had another amazing year
of Turkey and Deer hunting! We enjoyed the reunion of many of our return hunters along with making
new friends with our new clients! Our Spring Turkey hunters had a 150% shot opportunity rate! The
turkey hunts were just a lot of fun this year! (See the attached Turkey pictures.) Starting out with our
annual NWTF sponsored Youth Hunt! Many of our hunters took home two birds. And from the great
hatch we have had the last two years we should have one of the best Spring hunts we have experienced
in years! We do both archery and shotgun hunts for turkey. We have had our hunters harvest one
Gobbler with their shotgun and then harvest another Gobbler with their bow! If you want to have
some Fun with us this Spring give me a call to discuss the hunts.
This deer season allowed us to bring our number up to 50 for our hunters harvesting their
largest buck of their archery journey! We had 14 bucks shot and recovered 10. (See attached pictures).
Our overall Shot Opportunity for Wide Rack Outfitters Archery Hunters this season ended up being
77%. A shot opportunity is an encounter with a buck of the 125 P&Y minimum, within your effective
shooting range that the hunter either passed on, shot at and missed, or shot at and hit! Some of our
archers had multiple opportunities and others did not have an opportunity! That is 100% fair chase
archery hunting!
All of you are winners in our minds! Whether you harvested your best buck ever with us or just
had an encounter with one or more of our big bucks and enjoyed all the wildlife on Wide Rack
Outfitter’s properties. But each year we select a Wide Rack Outfitters Most Accomplished Archer,
(WROMAA). This years’ selection is Mike Wiseman! Mike has hunted with us for many years and
has shot five bucks with us. Last year he had one get away from him due to a bad hit. But he did not
let this stop him from picking up his bow again this season at the Wide Rack and taking the Biggest
Buck of his Archery Journey! We all know that feeling of when we miss or wound one. But we must
analyze what might have created the situation, fix it, and HUNT! You all give Mike a hand for
hanging in there along with celebrating his Big 160+ inch Buck!
If you would like to come next season and have an adventure with us please call me ASAP as
we are starting to book up for next season! We would love to see you back with us!
Be sure to check us out on www.widerack.com & Like Wide Rack Outfitters on Facebook. GBTA!
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